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Clanper's synthesis would E9-t the" social sciencss.-back thr'Eile
 
hundred years , successively,' elit1inating the work, of Montesquieu,
 
Marx, Freud, Durkhein, Levi-Strauss•••Perhaps this work'is the
 
product of an overactiveinagination prone to netaphysics? In
 

.w1:).ich oo.se thisinteresting"View should be justif,1ed at greater 
length. Wnat'i for.. eXarlJ,>le, does Claooer think about ,the following 
pal;lsage fron 'Durkhein (quoted in Winch: 23-) as.~ exanp1.e of a 
view whiohoonf1icts with his own: . 

ItI oonsider extreoely fruitful ,the idea that. social 
life should be	 explained not by the notions of those 
who ~xtici~ate in it; but by ooreprofound causes 
which are unperceived by consoiousness.,••• "? 
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Winch and the Socie~ Deteroination of Truth 

~he issues I want to raise here can be 'regarded .as a 
direct follow on fron sone that have been raisea in piJ:"evious' 
issues. Basically the issue at stake is how do we understand 
an, alien belief systen. . This I want to suggest cones very 
close to the question o£ how do we understand another language 
at all. 

. . The way I. shall npproa~h,this question is through 
sone purely fo;rnaJ.· considerations' relating ,t,o the "possibility 
of alternative logics.:. My oaintask 'WU1 be to r~;tect what 
night be c~2ed a Winchian approa~h to SODe of these issues. 

. t . . . 

A wide range of writers has: been attracted to the 1 
idea that truth and logic. are' cu.lture 'or context dependent. 
Sociologists of knOWledge suoh' as' Mannhem, aJid, DurkheiD and' 
Mauss agree that the genesis ofa Propnsition is not under all 
circuostances irrelevant to i.ts'trut-h. 'For Mannhein the task 
for the sociologist of knowledgeis.-t6'. analyse ;the tlperspectives" 
associated with different social. positions,· the'''or:i.entations" 
towards certa:i.n oeantngs and values which inhere in a given 
social p:ositionwhere an individUal .','out1ook"and "attitude" 
is conditionedbythecollactive purposes of the group, and to 
study the concrete· reasons for the different perspectives which. 
the sarle situation presents to the different ~ogitions in Lt. 
His·interest is·:i.n situa.tions where,socials-tructurescooe to 
express thenselves in the strl:.ctures· of'· assertions, . and in wha~· 
sense theforoer concretely dete~e the latter. (Mannhed.D:l93o). 
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'In Prioitive Classification Durkhein and Mauss argue
that originally there is" a casual', genetic relation, between' the 
categories in different. languages' (such' as space, tine, quantity)
and logical relations (such 'as deductive.validity) and that 
society's social relations. "Thus logical heirarchy (Le. of 
exclusion and inclusion) i~ only anotheraspect'of·social 
heirarchy." 'Again'logical relations between things are based 
on the social relations of nen. "Logical reJJations;" they 
argue, "are thus, i~ a sense, dODestic relations." (Durkhein
and Mauss: 1969}. . . 

This view is also'shared by sooe,philosophically
ninded'social anthropologists and philosophers interested in 
the social sciences. Levy-Bruhl suggests that "prinitive thought 

. violates our nost deeply rooted nental habits." (Levy-Bruh1:l922:
48). It is prelogical in that it is "indifferent nost of 
the tine to contradiction" and connitted to a. view of casuality
"of a type other than that fanillar to us." (ibid:85)
Winch,. argues to a conclusion very siDilar. to that of Durkheio 
and Mauss at, th,e san~ tine attenptingto give his arguD.cmt a 
general philosophical justification. For Winch, "our idea of 
what belongs tio, the, realo of .reality is given for us in the 
language that 'we lise." (Winch: 1958:15). SiDilarly "criteria 
of logic •••• arise out of and are ,only intelligible in the 
context of ways of liVing or' bodes: of sociaJ.. life" (ibid;lOO) 
to the extent that "logical relations between propositions
theDselves depend on social relations between Den."(ibid:12.6).
For Winch, standards of rationali~~ between societies do not 
elways coincide. Indeed rationality itself in the end CODes 
down to "confornity to noms". (Winch:1964:318). 

Whorf has also clained that what counts as true' and/or
what counts as valid reasoning is relative to particular groups.
"When anyone, as a natural logician, is taJ.king about reason, 
logia and the laws of correct thinking, he is apt to be 
oarching in step with purely graooaticaL facts that have sooe
what· a background: character in his . own language or faoily· of 
languages but one by no Deans universal in all. languages and 
in no sense a cormon' substratuo of reason. II (Whorf :1956': 211) • 
For Whorf, then, logic and ontology literally- recapitulate
philology-. . 

, . Also phiiosophers of'science such as Kulm (1:fLukes
is 1;0 "be believed he.re) have been teopted by this view• For 
Kuhn, 'When scientific paradigos change, in an inportant sense, 
worlds change too. After Lavoisier discovered oxygen not only 
was the.world seen diffe~ently, but it was di~~erent. Accord

'ingly-, KUhn suggests, there is 'aneed to revise the traditional 
episteoological VieWpoint of Western philosophy that changes
in scientific pnradigns carry usclo~er and closer tq the 
truth. (Kuhn:1964:l25);' '. ..., 

, Sinilarly log:lc18Ils hav8spelt out in eone detail. 
what. alternative logical systens night l.ook like in purely
abstract terns.,. IntUitionists' objections to the traditional 
propositi·onaJ:.calculus have led to the developr:ient of a 
prop:ositiona1.·calculus.that·~either ~ontains.the law of excluded 
Diddle :p.or adDits of its· subsequent insertion•.'And in logics
based on· quantuo n:e"chanics the dis·tributive law breaks ~own. 

In the. article Are there Alternative' Logics?' . 
(Waisnann: 1968), Waissna.rm! suggests we.ys in which i't is 
possible to construct :I.anguages to which' our faniliar 
Aristotelian two-valued logic'dges not apply, that is, a 
language in which a proposition: is not always true or false. . 
~In fact, WaiSD8nn argues the possibility of ~ti-va~ued logics, 
"which i.i1volve relinquis~ what o.i-ght be regarded as' 
intuitively obvious logical oodons such as excluded Diddle, 
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non-contradiction and so on is' already inplicit in ordinary
language. Ordinary English, e,g. he suggests is IT loose 
congloneration in which fragnents of different logical. systens 
are discernable.·A logic, he sUGgests, is always an . 
idealisation of the conditions we neetin a given language, just 
as oatheoatical 5eooetry, (e.g. a Euclideangeooetry of three
dinensional space) is a refinenent of the rough date obtained 
by neasuring' solids. And as the existence of non-Euclidean 
geooctries denonstrates,just as observations obtained iri this 
way' can in principle be built into various geooetries, so the 
conditions we find in a given language allow of an idealisation 
in Dore than one direction. In other words the process that 
leads too.. different logic is not uniquely deterninedby actual 
usage. ! 

I now want· to consider specifically Winoh I s" position.
His arguoents have been rehearsed sufficiently in earlier 
editions of this journal to oake repitition here. unnecessary.
Let ne start by assurJing Winch is arguing far an'extreoe forn 
of logical relativiso. 

Consider. the different. ways in which a belief or set 
.of beliefs could be said to be prinafacie irrationaJ.~ (A. belief 
for convenienc.e. can· be. 'characterised' as a .proposition accepted 
as true) .' . 

" 

Beliefs are said to be irrational 

. 

a)
b) 
c)
d) 

if they are inconsistent or seli':...contradictory
if they are partially or wholly false· 
if they are nonsensical 
~f they' are situationally' sp'ecific orad hoc. is not 

und.versalised 'becnuse boUnd to particular oocasions 
e}- if the· ways in'which they cone to be held or the 

Danner in which.they are held· are seen as deficient 
in sone respeot. For exanple' (i) thebellefs .nay be·' 
based on irrelevant considerations (ii) insufficent 
.evidence' (iii) ~ey nay beheld uncriticaJ.ly or 
unre:flcQtiv~ly. • . .. . . '. .' ." 

Now I think;. with Lukes, one can' give good a priori 
reasons for regarding sooecriteria. of truth' and: Validity (or 
nore generally criteria of rationality - and by criteria of. 
,rationality I Dean rules spec.ifying what· would count as a 
reason' for belieVing sonething (or' acting) ). as universal, as: 
relevantly applicable to all beliefs in a;ny context while 
others are context-dependent, that iSi are to be disoovered by
investigating. the context, and.areori1.yrelevantly applicable 
to beliefs in that oontext. And I she~l argue (with Lukes .' 
against Winch). that e~l beliefs can and rmstbeevaluated by 
both conte.xt-dependent· and context-indep'endent criteria. 

In any set of beliefs. in society '3 one can ~sk two 
dift:erent types of· question: 

1)	 What for 3 are the cri~eriaof rationality in 
general'	 . 

2)	 What are the . appr'opriate ori~·eria.to apply to a 
given' class of beliefs in S.· . " ..' . 

1) Now as Lukes has rightly put it, insofar as Winch 
seens.to be saying that the an,swer to the first.questionis 
culture-dependent., .he rmst pe wrong ,.. or l'J,t least we could 
never 1mow if he were right; indeed we could not conceive what 
it would be for hinto be right. (Lukes:1967:260) •. ' 

For	 in the 'first plac~the existence of a cotmon 
. reality is a necessaryprecondition .of our coning to understand 
SIS language at all. This does not Dean that I and nenbers of 
S are going to agree on all the facts. As Whorf put it 
"language dissects nature in different ways". "What oust be' the 
case is that 3 DUst have our distinction between truth and 

.. ~aJ.isty if we are. to understand its language, for if per 
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dift:erent types of· question: 

1) What for 3 are the crii;eria of rationality in 
general 

2) What are the . appr'opriate ori~·eria.to appiy to a; 
given· class of beliefs in S.· . .' ..' . 

1) Now as Lukes has rightly put it, insofar as Winch 
seens.to be saying that the an,swer to. the first.questionis 
culture-dependent., . he [lUst pe wrong, .. or I'J.t least we could 
never Imow if he were right; indeed we could not conceive what 
it would be for hioto be right. (Lukes:1967:260) •. ' 

For in the 'first plac~the existence of a connon 
. reality is a necessaryprecondi tion . of our coning to understand 

SI s language at all. This does not Dean that I and nenbers of 
S are going to agree on all the facts. As Whorf put it 
"language dissects nature in different ways". "What oust be' the 
case is that 3 DUst have our distinction between truth and 

.. ~aJ.isty if we are. to understand its language, for if per 
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mpossible it did not.,' we' would be unable to agree about whe.t 
counts as ·the successf'uJ.. identification of public (spatio:
tenporally locnted) objects." Sinilarly if S is'to engage in' 
successful prediction it DUst presuppose ~ given reality of 
events which are predicte.ble. II Both prinitive and nodernnen 
predict in roughlY. the sane ways.; also' they C8.n learn each 
other's languages. Thus they' each aSSULle an indepen~ent 
realit·y: which they ·share. " . 

This arguoent, and I have been following Lukes' 
statenent of' it here;' is put fairly rapidly. The oain poi~s 
can be nade clearer in the fo~low1nb way. In The Linits of 
Irrationality Hollis- spel~s out this ar,gur.lent as follows; 

'attributing what have been called universal criteria of 
rationality to·· S: is not· a natter of enpirical discovery, but 
is presupposed by the very. process of coning to understand 
SIS language. 

To understand utterances in SIS language Hollis 
suggests the translator' [lUst relate then to another and to the 
world. "To translate then,into English he needs to' relate 
sone of then to the world, since in relating an utterance to 
others he does not learn what it neans unless he already knows 
what the· others nean. Ultinately he needs a class of 
utterances whose situations of use h~ can specify. Now these 
can be spe~ified either as he' hinself sees: then or as his 
imornant seestheo. But this,seeos .to suggest, the specif
ications night be different~" But ,if this'could be possible 

.he couldn't begin at-all. "For his. only acce.ss to native 
perceptions and specifications is by translatinb.what they say
about what· they perceive•. He would therefore have to translate 
before discovering what they p'erceive and to know. what they 
perceive before' translating. There would the.refore be no 
way into the circle. The class of utterances which forn the 
bridgehead of his advance DUst be -one for which his 
specification end his infomant's cciincide."(Hollis:lg67:266). 

ThP.t is. there are two critica~,assunptions which are
 
oade in the very act of coning to understand, S'S. language viz·
 
~) that the infornant p~rceives nore or less what he perceives


,and 2) .that they will .say nore or less the sane about it. 
That these are aSffilllptions is denonstrated ~ the following 
way. 

Supp'ose the translator gets his bridgehead by 
pinning down the,native counterpart to the ~nglish sentence 
'Yes, this is a brown cow".' There are no c'ounterparts 'to 
pin. down unless the native pereeivesbrciwn ~ows'~.nd asserts 
that he does. For since these are the conditions. for truth
fully' asserting-the a'bove in Eilgiish they are'also the., 
conditions for truthi'ully assert·ing the above in S~ 'No:t.l, this:, 
as Hollis sugges·ts ,. is ba:nal enough. But it· is not a 
hypothesis that anthropolOGists share certain percepts and 
concepts,hypothesis which later success in translating contims. 
For this hypothesis would be irr,efutnble•. In order to 
question the perceptual and conceptual basis of the bridge
head, the trmlslator would have to ask his infornant wlk,q,t he 
perceived when confronted. with a brown cow and· whether his 
utterance'was to be construed as an' assertion. Also he would 
have to understand his answer. But he can neither ask nor 
underst8nd' Unless he has a bridgehead. Consequeptly he cannot 
refute the hypothesis by establishing a rival one. ,At nost he 
can draw a blank and fail. to produce a translation at all. 
But even this would not justify the tran~lator in. attributing
idiosyncratic linguistic or perceptual p~ocesses to nenbers 
ofS. It would only s~rve to suggest they had no lnnguage at 
all. 
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. Nor is the hypotheses confirmed w1th success. The 
translator has discovered (roughly) what native sentence to 
pair with the original; but he has not discovered that the 
natives ~~rceive a brown, cow when they utter the sentence. For 
if that were in doubt so would the pairing be. JUld, as has 
been argued already, if bot.h are in doubt, there is no way
into the· circle. Similarly, altp.ough it is an empd.rical matter 
to discover how the informant signals the difference between 
assertion and denial, 'yes I and 'no' " I true' and 'false I, and 
by implication our notion of verification, it is not a 
hypothesis that they.have such dis.tinctions. "For to check: su~h 
an hypothesis the translator would have. to establish the, 
meanings of utterances in the bridgehead independently of 
whether they were used to correct what was taken to be true. 
But this cannot be done as their translation depends on what 
linguistic function they are·taken toperforri. Oonsequently
the only alternative to finding an overlap' in concepts and 
percepts is to find nothing at all." (ibid:266). 

If this is right then the assertion comprising the 
bridgehead will have to be'coherent and indeed true. Again
it looks as if notions of coherence and. trUth in S need not 
coincide with the translator's. But if this is taken as a 
hypothesis another vicious circle' is generat.ed. "For the only 
way to find terms (in S) for relations among utterances is to 
translate the utterances and then to in-terpret the linking
tr.,,:,r.J.s so that the utterances are linked coherently. EqUally
the only way t.o find the native sign of assent is to translate 
the utterances and then to inte~pretwhatever sign accompanies 
most of the true ones as assertion. But this makes it 
impossible for alternative concepts of coherence and truth to 
show up. If these concepts wereiri doubt, the translator would 
have to know what they were, before he could translate the 
utterances which they linked, and would have to translate the 
utter~ces in order to f.ind how they were linked. Again. there 
would be'no ws:y into the·circle." (ibid:267). . 

I should' add here that although. these arguments seem 
to me to be valid r·think Hollis's accoUnt 'of the notion: of 
'bridgehead' is rather misleading. . ClearlY one doesn' t decide 
that 'Yes, this is a brown cow'is true by fiat, /30 to speak,
and then go on using that as a point of leverage into the 
language. Any trans·lation of' a nat;i.ve utterance is always
hypotlietical and open to confirmation or revision. Rather it 
is the. specific.ation of tile .situati.on in which the: translator 
elicits the na.tive sentence and which has to be' common to 
translator and inforraant if translation' is to get going at nll 
tb,at :i,s not open to conjecture ~d refutation or. c.onf,irmp,tion. 

. My argument so far then has .been that in order to 
attribute a 18.n.biUageto S at 'alJ.they must possess our goncept
of Yerification,negation and affirmation.as appli!3d' to. 
assertions- abou~ a-COmDon reality. . . 

. . It r.1ay 'be objected that ~there is· nothing' here that 
Winch. woUld 'in fact deny. Well even if ·this istheoase it is 
certainly not clear from what Winch himself says~ 

. . 

. Now Quine (Quine:1969J has taken this argument about 
.the inevitable grafting of the translatorts:logico~to.the 
languag.e·of the inforrila:nt a step' further'· (and. a;Lthoughft is 

. not strictly speaking relevant to riy argument bere' I think 
he rais~asome central,questionsfor translation th~ory). 

..' Quine's argument can be out'lh1ed simply as follows. 
Picture the anthropologist in the proverbial jungle situation
 
starting froD scratch when le~ing a native 19n9uage (the .
 
pres,ence or absence of an interpreter oakes, no difference to.
 
the.philosophical point). ·Suppose a ra~bit· runs by pnd the
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. Nor is the hypotheses. confirmed u1th success. The 
translator has discovered (roughly) what native sentence to 
pair with the original; but he has not discovered that the 
natives Jl-erceive a brewn cew when they utter the sentence. Fer 
if that were in doubt seweuld the pairing be. iUld, as has 
been argued already, if bot.h are in doubt, there is ne way 
into the circle. Similarly, alt~ough it is an emp2rical matter 
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assertion and denial, t yes I and t no',' I true' and 'false I, and 
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. Nor is the hypotheses. confirmed u1th success. The 
translator has discovered (roughly) what native sentence to 
pair with the original; but he has not discovered that the 
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hypetl1etical and epen to. cenfirmatien errevisien. Rather it 
is the. specific.atien ef tile .si tuati.on in which the: translater 
elicits the na.tive sentence and which has to. be'cemmen to. 
translater and inforraant if translatien' is to get geing at nll 
tb,at is net epen to. cenj ecture ~d refutatien er> c.onf,irmp,tien. 

. My argument so far then has .been that in erderte 
attribute a lall.biUageto S at 'alJ.they must pessess eur gencept 
of Yerificatien,negatien and affirmation. as appli!3d' to. •. 
assertiqns" abeuji a, celIlD.on reality. . . 

. . It r.lay 'beebjected that ~there is· nothing' here that 
Winch. weUJ.d:1nfact deny.·Welleven 'if ·thisis the case it is 
certainly net clear frem what Winch himself says'. 

. . 

. Now Quine (Quine:1969J has taken this argument abeut 
. the inevitable graft1ngef the translaterts:legice~te"the 
languag.eef the inferrila.rit a step' further" (and. aJ. theughft is 

. net strictly speaking relevant to. riy argument bere' I think 
he rais~asome central.questiensfer transla.tien th~ory). 

..' Qu.ine's argument can be eut'11l1ed simply as fellews. 
Picture the anthrepelegist in the preverbiaJ. jungle situatien 
starting freD scratch when le!ll"ning a native 18llorruage (the . 
pres,ence er absence ef an interpreter nakes, ne difference to.. 
the.philesephical peint). ·Suppese a ra~bit· runs by pnd the 

\ 
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n~tive utters 'Gavagai'. Theant~opologist duly notes down
 
I Rabbit , in his notebook, subject of course to further confirn

ation. But although this is the necessary' starting point of any


'process of trenslation (end by inplication, any underste~ding . 
af the (lino"1listic utterances of a person using even the seJ".le 
lunG'1lC:.ge). It is also the starting point for problens in' 
tr2~slation theory, at least for the anthropolo~st sensitive 
t9 the. possibilitY.,of. ~danent.al differences betwekn conceptu?~ 
systems of the ifuorfinn kind. " . 

. ' '.,' Quine illustrates this in the following '·way. "StinuJ..us
 
synonyny of the sentences. 'Gavagai" 2~d 'Rabbit' (stinulus

cynonyny Deans the stinulus Gonditions that proDpt the two
 
scntencesgavagai and rabbit exe the sane) does not even
 
fuarrortee that 'gavagai' and ' rabbit" are coexstensive terns
 
( i~e. terns true of the sane things.) Theinfornant's sentence
 
lGavagai' coul<;l, refer to rabbits, or nere stages" or brief
 
tenporal segnents of rabbits. In either eventthe stit1ulus
 

. situations that pronpt assent to 'Gavagai' would be the S&le 
o..s for 'Rabbit'. Again stinUlus neaning would register no 
difference when Gavagai is taken as a singular tern n~ 
a recurring universal or a, general tern. The sane probleos
Quine argues ~ise for, our' articles and pronouns, our siI1QtJUlar 

'and plural, our copula and our ideniity predicate. The 
inportant point is that over any renee of given stliJUlus 
conditions, theinfor.oant ,[my achie~e the'sane'nBt effects 
t:' L'ough linguistic structures so different tha.t any eventual. 
construing of our devices in the native L."I.IlgUage and vice
versa can prove unnatural. an~ largely arbitrary. ' 

For this reason, Quine suggests, translation (or

understanding) suffers froD a very radical kind of indeter

rJinacy. By this he neans sinply that conceptual sdhenes can
 
vary radically but undetected by the translator. In its
 

, sinplest sense this cnn be put by saying two nen (1. e. 
translator and inforD::mt) and also two speakers of ;the sane 
language) could be a.like in aJ..1 their dispositions to verbal 
behaviour under all possible sensory stinulations and yet the 
neanings or ideas expressed in their identic~ly triggered
and identically sounded utterances,could diverge radically
for the two nen in n. wide range of cases. . ' 

Now 
" 

IIIthough 
, 

it looks as if Quine· is running an
 
extrene Winchian relativisn here the enphasis is I think
 
qUite different and in fact distinctly un-ivinchian.
 

. , 

Consider trUth functions such as negation, logical
conjunction and alternation. By reference to assent and 
dissent Q'Iline argues ,w.e canstatesen,antic criteria for truth 
f:unctioning,i.e. cr;i.teria fo;f deterniningwhether a given
native idioD is to be 'construed as. "expressing the' trUth 
function in· question. Fo!-'exanplethe senantic criterion 
for negation is that i~ turns any short sentence to which 
one will assent in~o a sentence fron which one will dissent 
and vice versa.. 'Quine's point is that when we find that a 
native construction fulfils one or another of thesene~tic 
criteria we can ask no nore towards an underst~nd1ngof it. 
lUld as Quine points out, this ill accords with a doctrine of 
prelogical nentnlity. To toke the' extrene case suppose the 
infornant asserts as true ~. sentence in the forn 'po and not 
p,'. Now this' c'lain is absurd under our senantic criteria. 
lU1d, 'not tq be dogoatic, QUine asks what oriteria night' one prefer.
'''Wanton trNlslation' can nake natives sound as queer as one 
pleases. ,Better translation,inpol?0s our logic upon then and 
would beg the question of prelogicality if there were one to 
beg". ',' 

And as Quiire pomts, out, Malinowski spa.r~d the· 
Trobrianders the inputation of prelogicality by so varying his 
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translations of te~ns, from occurrence to occurrence, so to 
sidestep: contradiction. Le'ach protested but provided no clear 
solution for the issue. And as quine remarks, it is understand-' 
able that the alternative of blaming the translation of con
junctions, cupulas or other logical particles is nowhere 
considered, for any .considerable complexity on the part of the 
English correlates of such words would of course present the 
working·translator with forbidding practical difficulties. 

. . 
The maxim underlying Quine's logical and methodological 

charity then is that one's interlocutor's silliness is less 
likely than bad translation. For translation theory, as Quine 
puts it,' "banal sentences are the breath of life II • 

Behind all this is Quine's main point that all
 
translation proceeds only by means of a number of analytic

hypotheses which extend the limits of translation beyo~d where
 
independent evidence can exist.
 

Such analytic hypotheses' of the translator, for 
example , involve .. segIIl,enting heard. utterances into conveniently
short recurrent parts thus enabling the translator to compile 

.a list of words. Various of. these he h;n>othetica11y· equates 
to English words and phrases in such a w<...:J so as to conform 
to the pr~supposition that for example observation sentences 
can be translated or that truth functions can be translated. 

In other words it is honly by the outright projection

of prior linguistic habits that the anthropologist can find
 
(e.g.) general terms .in the native language at all, or having

found them match them with his own. "
 

The method of analytic hypotheses as Quine puts it
 
"is a way oj;' catapulting onesself into .the jungle language

by the momentum of the home language. It isa way of grafting
 
exotic shoots onto the old familiar bush until only the
 
exotic meets the eye." From the point of view of a theory of
 
translational meaning however the most notable thing about
 
analytical hypotheses is that they exceed anything ioplicit
 
in the natives' disposition to speech behaviour.
 

Iti6 worth mentioning here that Quine's principle
 
of charity is interpreted by Gellner in conceals andSociet~
 
(Emmet and MacIntyre :1970). as being not an in spensable

methodological requirement. but as'. evidence of a moral desire
 
on the part of the ant1u'opologist to be' "tolerant, 'understand

ing and' liberal, to refrain from an uncomprehending and
 
presumptious superiority in one's attitudes to other (notably
 
'primitive') sOcieties." '.....
 

. This leads me to my s'e~bnd obj"ection to Winch. This 
is. that S's language m.ust have operable logical rules and not 
all of these can be purely a matter of convention. Winch 
states that 'logical relations between Ifropositions ••• 
depend on social relations between men. But if this implies
that the concept of negation and the laws of non-contradiction 
and identity need not operate in S' s language .then it must be 
mistaken for if the members of S do not.possess even these how 
could we' ever understand their thought,· their inference and 
'arguments? (This follows from Quine). Winch half sees this, as 
Lukes rightly suggests, when he writes that the possibilities 
of our grasping forms of rationality different from ours in an 
alien culture' are limited by certain formal requirements
cen:8:'ing round the demand for consistcmcy. But these fornal 
reqUirements tell us nothing about what is to count as 
consistency, just as the rules of the propositional calculus 
limit, but do not themselves determine what are to· be values 
of P,Q, etc. 
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But as Lukes points, out, ,this is merely" a msleading way o~
 
saying that it is the content of propositions, not the logical

relations between then that is dependent on social relations
 
between -men. (19'67: 262).
 

, ,It follows,that it' S has 'a language ,it must minimally 
possess criteria of truth Cas correspondence to reality) and 
logic which we share with it and which simply" are criteria of 
rationality, in, that they, constitute the formal conditions, for 
the possibility of understandin~utterances by members of S. 

So far I have been concerned with fe~rly formal
 
objections to the most extreme interpretations of Winchis
 
pluralistic social solipsism.
 

Now I do, not want to deny that members of. S might not, 
against a background of universal criteria of trUth and logic,
adhere to beliefs which systematically violate these criteria. 
This in fact seems-to be typical of the ethnographic situation. 
What I do want to argue however is th~t these context
dependent criteria are in Lukes' phrase 'parasitic' on non
context-dependent criteria. That is where there are second 

, order beliefs about what counts, as true [(:v'rl Valid, those beliefs 
can only be rendered fully intel~igible as operating against 
a background of such criteria. ' 

, Consider the following exaople from Gellner's Saints
 
of the' Atlas ,(Gellner:1970). " ' _
 

According to Gellner the concept of 'barakar possessed 
by Moroccan Berbers which means variously 'enough', 'blessedness' 
and 'plenitude',and is believed to be manifested amongst other 
things in prosperity and in'the power to qause prosperity in 
'others by supernatural means has the interesting character of 
violating three of the most advertised categorical distinctions 
favoured by contemporary linguistic philosophers. ' 

1) It is an evaluative terI!l, but it 'is used'as,though
it were ,a descriptive one; possessors of baraka are thought of 
as possessing en objective characteristic which is eopirically
discoverable 

2) In as far as it is treated as en objective

characteristic of people manifest in their conduct it could
 
only be a dispositional one - but it is treated as though it
 
were the name of. some 'stuff' (e.g. it can be transmitted
 
between persons by neans of spitting into tho 'mouth),
 

3) its attribution is real+y'a case of' a perform

ative use of language - people become possessors of baraka
 
by being treated as though they were possessors of it- but
 

, it is also treated as ,,:though its possession were a matter 
wholly independent of the ~J..ition 6fthose who at~ribute it. 
This is, essential to the working of the Berber political.
life. ,Two cOI!lI!lents can be riade here: 

1) Concepts which like the concept of 'baraka'
 
consistently ride roughshod over the performative and
 
descriptive use of language would only be socially (and indeed
 
logically) poss~ble against a background of social behaviour
 
where the logic of perfornatives was not confused systemat

ically with the logic of description. Social behaviour such
 
as making promises or economic. contracts would be inconveivable
 
unless in general the social ioplications of performatives
 
were clearly seen and adhered to. ' ..
 

Wow all this raises the general question of 'what
 
understanding in this sort of situation will consist in. To
 
say with Winch that use is meaning is justification sinply
 
seems unhelpful. v{hat is added in the way of comprehension
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, ,It follows,that it' S has 'a language ,it must minimally 
possess criteria of truth Cas correspondence to reality) and 
logic which we share with it and which simply- are criteria of 
rationali ty, in, that they, constitute the formal conditions, for 
the possibility of understanding: utterances by members of S. 

So far I have been concerned with fairly formal 
objections to the most extreme interpretations of Winchis 
pluralistic social solipsism. 

Now I do, not want to deny that members of S might not, 
against a background of universal criteria of trUth and logic, 
adhere to beliefs which systematically violate these criteria. 
This in fact seems-to be typical of the ethnographic situation. 
v/hat I do want to argue however is tho,.t these' context
dependent criteria are in Lukes' phrase 'parasitic' on non.
context-dependent criteria. That is where there are second 

, order beliefs about what counts, as true [\,,:'1 Valid, those beliefs 
can only be rendered fully intel~igible as operating against 
a background of such criteria, ' 
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2) In as far as it is treated as en objective 
characteristic of people manifest in their conduct it could 
only be a dispositional one - but it is treated as though it 
were the name of. some 'stuff' (e.g. it can be transmitted 
between persons by neans of spitting into the 'mouth), 

3 ) its attribution is reap .. y' a cal3e of' a perform
ative use of language - people become possessors of baraka 
by being treated as though they were posses'sors of it, - but 

, it is also treated as :.:though :1, ts possession were a natter 
wholly independent of the ~l.ition 6fthose who at~ribute it. 
This is. essential to the working of the Berber political. 
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as making promises or economic. contracts would be inconveivable 
unless in general the social implications of performatives 
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by saying that as far as Herber political concepts go the 
Berbers always live, as it were, in a conceptual dincnsion of 
their o,v.n in which our categorical boundaries do not apply? But 
as Gellner rightly suggests, we can sonetines only make sense 
of the beliefs in question by seeing how the manipulation of 
concepts and the violation of categorical boundaries helps it 
work. It is precisely the logical inconsistency of 'barakar 
which enables it to be applied according to social need and to 
endow what is social need with the appearance of external, 
given and indeed authoritative ree~ity. 

. . My third objection, then, is the one Lukes nakes
 
although in a slightly different context. Repaints out that
 
'it is only by assuming non-context.dependent criteria of 
rationality that one can "raise questions about the social role 
of ideology and false consciousness."(I,ukes:1970). And he 
'quotes the Soviet historian Joravsky as saying that the only 
way to prove which beliefs have performed-what functions in 
the social process is to stUdy the beliefs and social processes
from the vantage point of genuine knowledge. Consider the 
belief, Joravsky suggests, that was mandatory in Soviet Russia 
during the thirties: that land belongs to the people and there
fore collectivefamers hold their land rent free. This 
presents a specific verifiable statement ~s u logical 
consequence of a vague but.stirring principle, But the 
historian of Soviet ,ideology in his effort to discern the social 
fWlctions of various tyPes of thought should begin his 
analysis with the observation that rent has existed in the 
Soviet Union, whether or not Soviet. leaders. have been awe.re of 
it. Sinilarly we can add that the student of Berber political 
ideology should begin with the observation that 'bE'.raka,' is: 
an ideological construct of Berber political inagination. 
Gellner makes roughly the same point when he suggests that 
Winch's extrencfoI'TJ of logical charity blinds one to at least 
one socially significant phenonenon viz the social role.of 
absurdity•. 

Winch however does have sOIJething to say on this point, 
in criticising i'leber's account of sociological underste.nding.
As ''linch interprets it this consists on tho one hand of, 
'interpretive understanding' of the meaning of a piece of 
behaviour which is basically a psychological technique, a 
case of inaginatively putting oneself in the other fellow's 
position,· and on the other hand ,providing a casual . 
explanation of what :brought the behaviour about.' Casual 
explanation for "'leber involves foroulating statistical. le.ws 
based on observing what happens, thus enabling the observer 
to predict what'the agent will do on a. future' occasion. Now 
Winch disagrees with the latter part of this when he suggests 
'understanding' a piece of beh~vi6ur or utterances is quite
differentfron f orr:mlating statistical la.ws about the llleely 
occurrenoe of those sane .words in the future. "A nan who 
understands Chinese is 'not ,a man who has a fim grasp of the 
sta.tisticalproba.bilities for the occurrence of the various 
words in the Chinese language Olinch:1958:l5) .,Understanding
rather consists in "gras1?,ing the f point' or 'meaning' of what 
is being done or said." (ibid:115). . 

But although \V'inch.:gives no further examples of what 
he neanshere I think one can fairly easily provide one. To 
understand why a Nuer holds his fighting spear in his right
hand is not to be able to predict that on certain occasions 
in the·,future he will hold it in his right hand, but is rather, 
as Evans-Pritchard docs in his chapter on, spear synbolisn, 
to spell out the symbolic significance of the right hand for 
the Ntier, how it stands for nasculinity, Virtue, the 
patriline and so on. And as~inch rightly suggests, the notion 
of nenning here should be carefully distinguished froD ~t 
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of function (although of course this does nothing to refute
 
Gellner's or Joravsky's point).
 

My fourth objection can now he put in this 'way: Vfinch l s 
ratheraoorphous notion of a foro of l~fe provides no means of. 
deciding what is relevant to understanding a belief systeo.
Does understanding a belicf,systelJ cdnsistonly in elucidating 
what the informants norJ:1..9.1ly say a ,set of beliefs nean? I can 
illustrate very sinplywhat I mean with tho following example:
In Twins ,Birds" and Vegetables (Firth:1966) Firth found 
s~ficient evidence in extraneous, -unverbali~ed bits of Nuer 
behaviour, both in and outside Evans-Pritchard's pexticular
volune, to cast considerable doubt on what Evans-Pritchard and 
Levi-Strauss 'interpreted the twins = birds. fornula to nean. 
So, how, even in aninibal sense, are we to construe what the 
equation signifies for the Nuer? It is worth'addinG here that 
~uer E'7lir{ion is: the one work of Evans-Pritchard I s that \vinch 
recoITC0nds f.or accurately applying a Winchian methodology. My 

, ~~~~~. here 'isthat there is. in fact no such nethodology in 

My fifth objection concerns a second kind of issue that 
can only be raised by assuning non-context-dependent criteria 
of rationality, i.e.,. why certain beliefs continue to be 
believed or cease to be held. For it is 0nly by means of the 
application of rational ste~dards of truth or ,validity that 
the nechanisms and secondary elaborations that protect 
il~onsistent or unverified beliefs against predictive failure 
and falsification can be identified; this would apply both 
to the working of Azande nagic 2nd, according to Kuhn, the 
practice of 'normal science'. 

This point relates generally to the question of 
social change. It seems that if, as Winch argues, that truth 
and validitY. 'as applied to belief systens is entirely internal 
to then why do people abe.ndon religion or magical beliefs or 
scientific paradigns in the face of intolerable anoI!k~ies which 
as Lukes points out clearly cannot be internal to the paradiGms.
This applies not, only to the rej ection of n set of beliefs. by
rational criticiso but where, as Durkhein observes, conflicts 
arise not between a, society's notion of the ideal and the 
rationally discernable real but between two different ·(possibly
equally irrational) ideals ..; such as when a cargo cult re
places therrlssionary's Victorian Christianity. Winch either 
seens to be offeriIlG' a view of society as a perfectly integrated 
system in the old extreme functionalist sense or else must be 
regarded as hnving nothing to S~~ on this at all. 

, (The next point'I take straight from Lukes' The Social 
Determination of Truth.) , ' , ', 

-~ . 

~LY by;assttming the existence· of non-~ontext~
 
dependent,c~teria of rationality can one'raise questions

about the discrepancy between, gay, the conscious nodel
 
of n tribetso~iagesysten and its actual structure. The
 
issue here is not j'l.l.St one of the differenc,es between an
 
unverbalised and a ve~balised structure (e.g. the Iatoul
 
work with several principles for deternining the preferred
 
spouse, although as Francis Korn has suggested not all of
 
these ,will be given equal verbal, emphasis) but,where the
 
stated rules confli~t with actual practice. I take an
 
exaople fron Lukes., Marx's description of the 18th century

,ideas of society as beingcooposed of abstracted and isolated
 
'natural! individuals as 'insipid illusions' presupposed the
 
verifiability of the further clain that it is in the 18th
 
century, the very period'in which the view of tho,j.aolnted
 
individual became prevalent, that the interre~a~1ons of
 
society have historically'reached thQ~r h1ghes~ statc of
 
developncnt.
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My seventh obj,ection concerns the, 'reason' versus 
'cause' controvorsywhich is clearly central to Winch's 
thesis. My only point hero is that this soens to be a rather 
sterile explanato~y opposition at least in the way Winch puts
it. 

, Levi-Strauss's structural analysis of totenisn or 
say Needhan's p~alysis of left-hand/right-hand synbolis~ 
demonstrate clearly a nethod of conceptualising social relations 
by using natural concepts possessing the requisite logical 
powers in terns of opposition e~d ass ir.rilation. This is done 
by showing how sone part of nature isusodas a nodel for 
certain social relations and groupings. The model is not a 
purely abstract one but a concrete one which is enployed
both as a logical matrix and us concreteane~ogy. ' 

Now Bell,', (Bell:1967) who has unde the sane point,

rightly suggests sonething is gnined in understanding by the
 
revelation of the structur8~ analogies in synbolic systens.
 
Yet such understanding is not assinilated either to casual
 
explanation or explanation in terns of reasons. Rather it is
 
based on structural and hencefornal analogies between
 
enpirically discernable realities and a systen of concepts

enployed to conounicate about sone of thr~e realities. It is
 
this notion of 'structural analogy that needs to be introduced
 

"into vlinch's discussions of, sociological expl£'~ation. For 
e.,-onple diachronic change at the level of demography, such as 
that involved in Riviere's discussion of the uneven dis
tribution and rate of acceptance of' different types of . 
instrunents for hunting anong sono' :Sbuth Aoerican, Indians can 
be understood in' torrJS of the preservation of formal relation
ships in a'conceptua.l systen althoUgh they now becoI1e' 
relations between different contents. But the structural 
analysis of diachronlcchange, hardly seens to fit with 

. sociological understanding as Winch represents it, for iUnch' s 
philosophical argunent based on what constitutesneaningful
action operates e.t a,level far higher than that' of the 

,sociologist". ~he sort of, explanation which Winch' uxpressesas
the central core of sociologionJ. expl8nation msses the' 
point of structural explanation and also, incidentally, seens 
to ,coDDit him to Q.. radical conservatism, in sociological
explanation as Bell rightly observes. I an now in a position 
to answer the second of two quostions I raised earlier,viz, 
what are the appropriate criteria to apply to a given class 
of beliefs within a society. For any or 'e~l of a class of 
beliefs there are already I) context-dependent criteria o'f 
rationality which specify for exanple which beliefs nay
acceptably go together; 2) there are also contextually
provide,d criteria ot truth'-it is these which oake 'twins are 
birds' true for the Nuer; 3) there nre obviously contextually 
prov~ded criteria of neaning~ These last two po~ts seen to 
ne to SUD upelJ.that Winch is rea+ly at in·hislg64 article • 

. ", . : 

It is 'one,thing to say (and'this is sPtlethiilg with
 
whi.ch I wouldn't argue), that in order to di!3cover what for
 

,exanple the physicist Beans by' neutrine "and- 'Dass' in the 
assertion 'neutrines lack nass' we have to see how these 
notions operate within the language of physics, which includes 
observing thephysicists.criteria for identifying and re
id~ntifying abstract entities such as neutrines and the 
conditions under which he applies or does not apply the tero 
'mass' • But it is another" thing_t'o suppose that·it, follows 
fron this that there is no way of evaluating the truth of 
clains that occur within such a systen or evaluating the truth 
of the theory itself. In fact the history of science shows 
there are a fairly clear set" of criteria·, for .6·valuating rivaJ. 
theories and hence the truth ofclo.ims which 'arise within a 
theory. There are· such considerations as tho elegance of a 
theory, its siL1plicity, predictive success and ontological 
eponooy. Certainly the notion of 'truth' here is nota 
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sinple natter of correspo~1onc~ to an enpirically dis
covcrnble	 fact;. but we do llnve Good a priori and. 1"ractical 
reasons for preferring a Gorn theo·ry of disease 'to witchcraft 
explanations. And this holds even it all truth is, as Winch 
sutmests,	 ultinately the'ory-dependent.· 5) There are also . 
contextu~~ly-provided criteria which specify the best way to 
arrive at and ho14 beliefs. 6) Inceneral there are context
ually provided Qriteria which specifywhatco~ts as a good
J;'enson for holding £'. b~lief. 4 . , 

.	 .". , ":. ". " 

, Sonetines context-independent criteria,of ration
ality will not take ,the ,an~YSis of' religious beliefs very
fcirin .the forB of relations between beliefs that are to be 
explicated interns of ~provides a'reason for" as Fuller for 
exanple shows. But this does not ,as Winchseens to foagine 
oean they are dispensible.' Both would seen to be necessary
for tho understanding of a belief systen, the explane.tion of 
why they are held~ how they operate and'what their social 
conseCluences arc.· 

Ross Bowden. 

Note~. 

1.	 I am borrowing substantially fron Stephen Lukes' sunmaries 
of sorne of these positions that occur in On The Social 
Deternination of Truth. 

2.	 I e.fl following fairly o,losel;1 Luke's' stateneni: of this in 
Sone Problems about Rationality, p'. 259. 

3.	 In following Lukes' statement here I don't want to give 
the impression that I agreew1th everything in his two 
articles. In On the SociaL Deternination of Tru1h, there 
seem to be eight separate argunents, or nore accurately
four argunents and four crucial "sorts of Cluestions" that 
can only be raised for the sociology of belief if the four 
argtlDents are valid. Only one of these argunen"is ("ihe 
two parts of which I reproduce here e~s r:J.Y f,irst two 
objections) seens to be valid and the possibility of 
raising only these (although I only nention two) of the 
crucial questiops seens to follow given the validity of 
Lukes' central ~rguflent. 

4.	 Lukes summarises these points in Sone Problems about 
Rationality, p. 263. . 
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